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October 26, 2020  
 
 
The Honorable Cheryl M. Stanton 
Administrator 
Wage and Hour Division  
United States Department of Labor  
200 Constitution Avenue N.W., Rm S-3502  
Washington, DC 20210 
 
By electronic submission: http://www.regulations.gov  
 

Re:  RIN 1235-AA34; Independent Contractor Status under the Fair Labor 
Standards Act 

 
Dear Administrator Stanton: 
 
The International Franchise Association (IFA) hereby submits the following comments in response 
to the above referenced proposed rule of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL), 85 FR 60600 
(September 25, 2020), on independent contractor status under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 
 
The IFA supports the DOL’s efforts to adopt, for the first time through notice and comment 
rulemaking, its interpretations on independent contractor status under the FLSA. We believe the 
proposed rule is generally balanced and reasonable, it clarifies without changing established law, and 
it would modernize the Department’s long outdated regulations on this important issue. The rule 
should provide certainty and predictability for both franchise businesses and their stakeholders. 
 

I. About IFA 

IFA is the world's oldest and largest organization representing franchising worldwide. Celebrating 
over 50 years of excellence, education and advocacy, IFA works through its government relations 
and public policy, media relations and educational programs to protect, enhance and promote 
franchising. IFA promotes the economic impact of the more than 700,000 franchise establishments, 
which support nearly 7.6 million jobs and $674.3 billion of economic output for the U.S. economy. 
IFA members include franchise companies in over 300 different business format categories, 
individual franchisees, and companies that support the industry in marketing, law and business 
development.  
 

II. The Franchising Method  

“Franchising is a method of marketing goods and services” that depends upon the existence of the 
franchisor’s control over a trademark, other intellectual property or some other commercially 
desirable interest sufficient to induce franchisees to pay to participate in the franchisor’s system by 
distributing goods or services under the franchisor’s trademark or name.1 
 
There are two principal explanations given for the popularity of franchising as a method of 
distribution. One is that it “was developed in response to the massive amounts of capital required to 

 
1 Joseph H. King, Jr., Limiting the Vicarious Liability of Franchisors for the Torts of Their Franchisees, 62 Wash. & 
Lee L. Rev. 417, 420-21 (2005). 
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establish and operate a national or international network of uniform product or service vendors, as 
demanded by an increasingly mobile consuming public.”2 The other is that “franchising is usually 
undertaken in situations where the franchisee is physically removed from the franchisor, and thus 
where monitoring of the performance and behavior of the franchisee would be difficult.”3 These 
two motivations are consistent with a business model in which the licensing and protection of the 
trademark rests with the franchisor and the capital investment and direct management of day-to-day 
operations of the retail outlets are the responsibility of the franchisee, which owns, and receives the 
net profits from, its individually-owned franchise unit. 
 
As it finalizes the independent contractor status rule, the DOL should keep in mind the other 
federal statutes that provide the rules of doing business by the franchising method. Indeed, 
franchising is already a “heavily regulated” method of doing business,4 as it is fundamentally 
governed by the Lanham Act, Franchise Rule and multiple joint employment tests. 
 
A. Requirements Under Federal Trademark Law 

It is typical in franchising that a franchisor will license, among other things, the use of its name, its 
products or services, and its reputation to its franchisees. Consequently, it is commonplace for a 
franchisor to impose standards on its franchisees, necessary under the federal Lanham (Trademark) 
Act to protect the consumer. Such standards are essential for a franchisor that seeks to ensure 
socially desirable and economically beneficial oversight of operations throughout its network. These 
standards allow franchisors to maintain the uniformity and quality of product and service offerings 
and, in doing so, to protect their trade names, trademarks and service marks (collectively the 
“Marks”), the goodwill associated with those Marks, and most importantly, the protection of the 
consumer. 
 
Because the essence of franchising is the collective use by franchisees and franchisors of Marks that 
represent the source and quality of their goods and services to the consuming public, action taken to 
control the uniformity and quality of product and service offerings under those Marks is not merely 
an essential element of franchising, it is an explicit requirement of federal trademark law. The 
Lanham Act, the federal law regulating trademarks, service marks, and unfair completion, mandates 
that owners of trademarks must “maintain[] sufficient control of the licensee’s use of the mark to 
assure the nature and quality of goods or services that the licensee distributes under the mark.”5 
Moreover, because the Lanham Act provides that a trademark can be deemed “abandoned” when 
“any course of conduct of the owner . . . causes the mark . . . to lose its significance,”6 franchisors 
have a strong incentive to control the nature and quality of the good or services sold by their 
franchisees. As a result, franchisors are compelled to establish and monitor brand standards and 
provide global oversight of their franchisees. 
 
Likewise, it is imperative that franchisees protect their franchisors' brands, and the trademark value 
of those brands. A franchisee, functioning as an independent operator under a Brand License, is 

 
2 Kevin M. Shelley & Susan H. Morton, “Control” in Franchising and the Common Law, 19 Fran. L. J. 119, 121 (1999-
2000). 
3 Paul H. Rubin, The Theory of the Firm and the Structure of the Franchise Contract, 21 J. Law & Econ. 223, 226 
(1978). 
4 Cislaw v. Southland Corp., 4 Cal. App. 4th 1284, 1288 (1992) 
5 15 U.S.C. § 1064(5)(A). 
6 15 U.S.C. § 1127. 
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trusted and relied upon (by the franchisor) to protect the trademark value in implementing brand 
standards, and exercising day-to-day management over the operation, since the franchisor is not 
present at every individual franchise location. Because franchising requires the collective use by 
franchisees and franchisors of Marks, all stakeholders affiliated with a brand collectively share risks 
and rewards. For example, if a franchisee fails to take adequate steps to protect the brand or 
otherwise engages in an action that injures the brand’s reputation, the damage inflicted on the brand 
impacts all of the brand’s stakeholders, including all other franchisees and the consuming public. 
With that being the case, it is essential to franchising that all the stakeholders understand the 
expectations for brand protection standards and take all necessary action to ensure that those 
standards are met. Furthermore, these rights and obligations are enunciated in well-drafted franchise 
agreements and reviewed in advance under a prescribed set of mandated disclosures.  
 
A person need not be a franchise expert to recognize that the ability of a customer to identify a 
certain level of quality and uniformity in the products or services offered by disparate franchisees 
within a system has led to the explosive growth of franchising. A patron may enter a chain restaurant 
in New York, Mexico City, or Hong Kong and expect and receive virtually the same food. The 
uniformity and quality of products offered under a single brand is a prime factor in the success of 
the franchising concept. Without uniform standards, franchisees could build and operate units in 
whatever dissimilar fashions they choose, resulting in different buildings, uniforms, food, consumer 
service standards, and supply chain issues which could raise health concerns, ultimately causing the 
destruction of the reputation of the brand and the franchisor’s concept as a whole.7 
 
B. Requirements Under the Federal Trade Commission Franchise Rule 

A franchisor's exercise of controls is limited only to brand standards and should not be viewed as 
day-to-day management over the business operations of its franchisees. The Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) authorizes and regulates the sale of franchises in the U.S. and it defines a 
“franchise” in part as “any continuing commercial relationship or arrangement” whereby the 
franchisor promises that the franchisee “will obtain the right to operate a business that is identified 
or associated with the franchisor’s trademark....”8 
 
In 1978, the FTC published the Franchise Rule, which provides prospective purchasers of franchises 
information they may use to weigh the risks and benefits of a franchise investment, and requires 
franchisors to provide potential franchisees with specific items of information about the offered 
franchise, its officers, and other franchisees. Importantly, the Franchise Rule mandates that a 
franchisor “to exert a significant degree of control over the franchisee's method of operation.”9 
However, many state independent contractor laws require businesses to classify workers as 
employees unless they are “free from control” and direction while performing their work. Taken in a 
literal sense, this requirement would ignore the realities of the franchise model, and so the 
conflicting “control” requirements of the FTC’s Franchise Rule and the Lanham Act must be 
viewed as preemptive. Below is a discussion of a recent Massachusetts decision in which a federal 
judge ruled in favor of a franchisor based on the Franchise Rule’s requirements preempted the 
conflicting state independent contractor standard. 
 

 
7 See Shelley & Morton, supra note 2, at 121. 
8 16 C.F.R. §436.1(h)(1) (the “Franchise Rule”) 
9 16 C.F.R. §436.1(h)(2) (the “Franchise Rule”) 
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C. Requirements Under Joint Employment Doctrine 

Finally, franchising is also subject to joint employment tests under multiple federal laws. Under the 
FLSA, courts around the country have issued divergent rulings on the joint employer issue, most of 
which purport to apply the Department’s previous, outdated joint employer regulation. The number 
of different standards and factors employed in each test by various courts, has bewildered and 
frustrated employers seeking to operate franchise businesses efficiently and profitably, without 
inadvertently creating joint employment. By way of examples only, the Second Circuit has applied a 
six-factor test in Zheng v. Liberty Apparel Co., while the Third Circuit applied four different factors in 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car Wage & Hour Employment Practices Litigation, the Fourth Circuit utilized a 
different six-factor test in Salinas v. Commercial Interiors, Inc., while various cases in the Seventh Circuit 
have applied “economic realities” tests (that are indeterminate in nature), and the Eleventh Circuit 
recently applied an eight-factor test in Freeman v. Key Largo Volunteer Fire and Rescue Dept., Inc. 
 
IFA appreciates that DOL recognized this confusion and sought to address these inconsistent 
rulings by publishing a Final Rule on Joint Employment Status in the Federal Register on January 16, 
2020 with an effective date of March 16, 2020. IFA submitted comments dated June 25, 2019 in 
general support of the Department’s then-proposed rule. However, on September 8, 2020, a federal 
district court struck down portions of the DOL Final Rule on joint employer liability, and now 
franchise businesses are again facing the differing FLSA joint employment standards. 
 
While joint employer forms the most relevant and appropriate employment standard for the 
franchise community, further muddying the determination of “control” through the introduction of 
yet another set of factors within an independent contractor standard could create an impossible 
burden for franchise brands to overcome – thus, opening two ambiguous theories of liability from 
which plaintiffs could pick and choose the most favorable test to achieve their desired outcome.  
 
Indeed, if the control which franchisors asserted to protect their brands indicated an employment 
relationship of any kind (joint-employment or employment of the franchisee), the franchise business 
model would be destroyed.10 And of course, control beyond encouraging legal compliance, quality 
control, or promoting desired societal effects may demonstrate control that already indicates a joint-
employment relationship.11  
 
At no point in that analysis, and in the franchise context, should there be an opportunity for a 
franchisee plaintiff to (theoretically) succeed under both theories of liability (though individually), 
and using the same set of facts, to indicate employment control. Either the franchisor jointly 
employs with the franchisee, or the franchisee is employed by the brand.12 The answer cannot be 
both, yet each would yield a similar outcome on the same or similar circumstances. Evidence of 

 
10 FRANdata, Franchise Business Economic Outlook 2020 (2019) (prepared for the International Franchise 
Association).   
11 C.f. Orozco v. Plackis, 757 F.3d 445 at 449-51 (5th Cir. 2014) (holding that there was insufficient evidence to 
legally find that the potential joint employer supervised and controlled workers' schedules, pay rates, or other 
conditions of employment, where the potential joint employer advised a franchisee on how to increase 
profitability, including a review of employees schedules, and the franchisee then adjusted workers' hour and pay, 
where the decision as to whether or how workers' schedules and pay would be adjusted was still up to the 
franchisee) 
12 Salazar v. McDonald’s Corp., (9th Cir. 2019), No. 17-15673 

https://franchiseeconomy.com/assets/32304.pdf
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control that leads to a joint-employment relationship, should not be evidence of control that would 
also lead to a franchisee’s employment by the brand.  
 
While franchisees retain substantial control over the day-to-day operations of implementing the 
business model, making employment decisions, setting employee wages, accepting the full risks 
associated with running a business (as well as the uninhibited profits), it would be unreasonable to 
adopt a labor theory that opens the door for a disgruntled franchisee to argue a retroactive 
employment relationship had existed throughout his or her ownership and direction of the business.  
 

III. The Proposed Rule Effectively Acknowledges that the Economic Realities of 

Franchising are Different Than For Independent Contractors 

On September 25, 2020, the DOL published in the Federal Register a proposed rule addressing how 
to determine whether a worker is an employee under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) or an 
independent contractor. The ultimate inquiry of this multi-factor test is whether a worker is in 
business for themselves (and, therefore, is an independent contractor) or is economically dependent 
on a putative employer for work (and is deemed to be an employee). 

The IFA supports the spirit and intent of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) proposed rule 
addressing when a worker is an employee or independent contractor under the Fair Labor Standards 
Act (FLSA). The DOL proposed rule should be lauded for how it will help fight anti-discrimination 
among disabled, caregiving, religious and many other individuals engaged in personal activities that 
compel them to perform contracting services. While this document will not enter into a discussion 
of all the reasons why many individuals want to be independent contractors and not employees, it 
will reveal the applications of certain independent contractor components in franchising. 

The complexity, uncertainty and unpredictability of state and federal independent contractor tests 
have long slowed growth. Only recently has the scope of independent contractor legislation started 
to creep into the franchising space and threaten entrepreneurship. The Department is taking an 
important first step in bringing clarity and predictability to the FLSA economic reality test as it 
related to franchise businesses. 
 
Independent contractor status is a bewildering legal doctrine, and its tests are badly in need of 
simplification across the country. Under federal law, there are three different tests:  
 

• the FLSA’s six (or seven) factor economic reality test;  

• the 20-factor common law test of the Internal Revenue Service; and  

• the Darden 12-factor common law test. 

Twenty-nine states have state laws that establish either an “ABC” or “AB” test for independent 
contractor status. A single state may have two, three or more different tests under different state 
laws. The recent experiences in two states, Massachusetts and California, shed light on how laws in 
this area can fundamentally affect franchising. 
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A. Massachusetts 

In Massachusetts, there are four different independent contractor tests under tax, unemployment, 
workers’ compensation, and wage-hour laws. In Massachusetts, “an individual performing any 
service” for another is presumed to be an employee. Mass. Gen. L. c. 149, § 148B(a). The purported 
employer may rebut that presumption by establishing the three conjunctive elements of an 
independent contractor relationship:  

1) the individual is free from control and direction in connection with the performance of the 

service, both under his contract for the performance of service and in fact; and  

2) the service is performed outside the usual course of the business of the employer; and,  

3) the individual is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, 

profession or business of the same nature as that involved in the service performed. 

In September 2020, 7-Eleven Inc. won a federal district court case involving a proposed class action 
brought by franchisees who alleged they were misclassified as independent contractors, after a 
Massachusetts federal judge ruled that the FTC’s franchise rule precludes application of the state’s 
worker classification law.13 Five franchisees who operate 7-Eleven convenience stores alleged that 
their improper classification as contractors caused improper deductions from their wages and pay 
below that of minimum wage. In IFA’s view, the judge correctly ruled that the franchise-specific 
FTC rule prevails over the more generally applicable state law, and as such, the Massachusetts 
independent contractor test did not apply in this franchisor-franchisee context. 

B. California 

The California Supreme Court in April 2018 issued its decision in Dynamex Operations W. v. Superior 
Court, 4 Cal. 5th 903 (2018). In Dynamex, the Court established a new ABC test for determining 
whether a worker is an employee or independent contractor for purposes of the state’s wage statute. 
 
On September 11, 2019, the California Legislature passed AB-5, which, among other things, was 
intended to “codify the decision of the California Supreme Court in Dynamex and... clarify the 
decision’s application in state law.”14  The law, which was signed by the Governor on September 19, 
2019, makes the ABC test applicable to the provisions of the Labor Code, the Unemployment 
Insurance Code, and the Wage Orders of the Industrial Welfare Commission. AB-5 took effect on 
January 1, 2020. 
 
Under AB-5, a person providing labor or services for remuneration shall be considered an employee 
rather than an independent contractor unless the hiring entity demonstrates that all the following 
conditions are satisfied:  

A. The person is free from the control and direction of the hiring entity in connection with the 

performance of the work, both under the contract for the performance of the work and in 

fact;  

B. The person performs work that is outside the usual course of the hiring entity’s business; 

and 

C. The person is customarily engaged in an independently established trade, occupation, or 

business of the same nature as that involved in the work performed. 

 
13 Patel et al v. 7-ELEVEN, INC. et al, (D. Mass. 2020), 1:17-cv-11414-NMG  
14 Cal. Labor Code § 2750.3.   
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Franchise businesses now face tremendous operational uncertainty in California. Prong A of 
California’s ABC Test may be difficult to reconcile with the federal regulations that dictate the way 
in which franchised businesses must operate, because it precludes franchised businesses from 
operating in the manner prescribed by federal law. In doing so, the ABC Test could undermine the 
permissibility of the federally approved franchise business model, in that it threatens to convert all 
franchise relationships, as defined by the FTC Franchise Rule, into employment relationships. Under 
the FTC Franchise Rule, franchise relationships and employment relationships are mutually 
exclusive – i.e. a franchise is not an employment relationship. 
 

IV. Recommendations for the Proposed Rule 

We acknowledge that the DOL’s proposed rule will have no impact on California’s AB5 or other 
definitions of independent contractor under other federal or state laws. Yet, we think it is important 
that the DOL acknowledge the economic uncertainty and potential conflicts in law created by AB5 
and other expansive ABC state tests in its final rule. 
 
The DOL could further provide in the final rule that franchisees are not part of the franchisor’s 
integrated production process. A franchisor is not in the business of providing services to the end 
consumer. Rather, the core business of a franchisor is limited to developing and marketing a 
business model and providing business support to franchisees, thus ensuring the strength of the 
brand.  

 

V. Conclusion 

For the reasons set forth above, IFA supports the Department’s proposed rule, with relatively minor 
improvements, because it portends greater clarity and recognition that the franchisor-franchisee 
relationship should not be subject to independent contractor tests. The final rule is essential to 
franchising – a model that promotes small business and creates a pathway for individuals who wish 
to start their own businesses, create jobs, and maximize their participation in the American 
economy.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Matthew A. Haller  
Senior Vice President  
Government Relations & Public Affairs 


